The Industry Standard: Drain Cleaning:

 Up to 200 litres per minute flow rate at 1800 rpm
 Working pressure 0 ‐ 750 bar

 6 cylinder Air Cooled Diesel 70kw

DRAIN CLEANING PROCEDURES – STORM
WATER / SEWER:

STORM WATER PIPES:
When cleaning Storm water pipes by means of high pressure water jetting
the following procedures are followed:
 Identify the problem by physically checking the volume of debris in the line
with a high powered torch in order to choose the right nozzle.
 For example if the line is 25% filled with sand (450mm pipe) you would use a
six back jets 35 degree nozzle and start from the lower end manhole.
 Send the nozzle upstream for 6 to 8 meters and pull back one meter at a
time while rotating the Nozzle.
 The second time, send the nozzle 10 to 15 meters and pull back to the
manhole. Repeat this action until you reach the next manhole.
 Block the manhole from which you are working from to prevent
contamination of the next section.
 The jetting has to stop with intervals to empty sand manually.
 Always jet from lowest manhole and pull sand and debris back with the
natural flow of the pipe.
 Depending on the volume of sand and debris about 60 to 120 meters can be
achieved per day .In pipes with less volume 120 to 200 meters can be
achieved
 Proper training in operating this machinery together with health and safety
is necessary to ensure good results and safe working conditions.

SEWER PIPES:
 Work procedures are very much the same but sewer lines are
active and normally have a steady water flow. The pipes on
average have smaller diameters.
 Sewer lines often block and different nozzles are used. For
example a nozzle with front and back jets will be used to
penetrate the blockage.
 In general the procedures are the same working from lower
manhole to the higher manhole and moving debris backwards to
the manhole you are working from.
 With sewer lines the work is easier and up to 300 meters per day
can be achieved.

HIGH PRESSURE PUMP & SPECIFICATIONS:







Hardened plungers (standard)
Mild steel /Stainless steel head (optional)
Manually operated un‐loader valve (standard)
Flow rate – 136 litres per minute at 1800 rpm
Working pressure 0 ‐ 300 bar (standard)
59kw input (standard)

DIESEL MOTOR:
 6 cylinder Air Cooled Diesel 70kw (standard)
 Manually operated throttle (standard)
 Safety shut off feature (standard)

HEAVY DUTY TRAILER:










Welded channel iron (standard)
2500kg capacity
Single rubber ride axle (standard)
Hot dipped galvanized chassis and mud guards (standard)
SABS approved towing coupler (standard)
Hand brake and over‐rider brake (standard)
Heavy duty jockey wheel (standard)
LED lights (standard)
Stabilizer jacks(standard)

MACHINE ASSEMBLY:







Motor coupled to pump via Fenner tyre coupler
Rubber mounted 100 liter fuel tank
Rubber mounted 200 liter water tank
Electronic control system featuring pump and engine protection
Motor and pump painted to customer specifications (one colour)
Hour meter

ACCESSORIES





100 meter hose and adaptors (recommended extra)
1 inch pipe nozzle; 1 x front 4 x rear jets (recommended extra)
1 inch pipe nozzle; 4 x rear jets (recommended extra)
Drain nozzle 74mm; 8 rear jets (recommended extra)

STD SAFTEY WORK WARE X6 (recommended extra)










(BRANDED TO COMPANY’S CORPORATE ID)
3x Branded 2 piece overalls
5x heavy duty work shirts
1x gloves – W/P
1x Pair goggles – yellow.
1x Hardhat
1x Pair of boots with a steel cap.
1x set of Ear plugs.
Manuals Safety Machine

DELIVERY PACK:





Top up OEM’s–TUFF LUBE 20L (standard)
Full tank of diesel (standard)
Road side safety tool kit. (standard)
Licensing and registration for trailer. (standard)

WARRANTY:
 Motor carries standard manufacturers’ warranty
 12 month trailer warranty on any factory defaults
 12 month pump warranty provided on signing of a one year
maintenance contract (services every 250 hours) (recommended
extra)

MAINTENANCE:
 Please note that the maintenance contract is based on a machine
working on average of 20 hours per week. This will result in
maintenance intervals to be carried out every three months.
 Contract covers all wearing parts i.e. the pump, servicing of the
diesel motor and basic trailer maintenance only. However it does
not cover the replacement of trailer parts or hoses as these all
differ and require testing and assessment.
 The maintenance contract covers work carried out on our
machines at our premises only. Should a Service Engineer or
Service Team have to travel to site to assess / work on the
machine, labour and travel will be charged for. This contract is based on
quarterly service intervals and will be reviewed on an annual basis.

Running Costs:
 Air cooled diesel motor consumption approx. 10 liters per hour cost
R122.16 per hour
 Maintenance costs approx. R43.00 per hour
 Current rates for drain cleaning are approx. R200 per meter for pipes
that have been inspected by camera
 Rates for pipes not inspected by camera approx. R50 per meter
 Daily rates are between R4500 and R5500
 Machine does not work for more than a couple hours a day when drain
cleaning, most of the time is taken up by physically cleaning out the
debris that the jetting machine blasts back.
 It would be safe to say that net profit average would be approx. R2000
per day
 These machines are in such high demand that you would be able to
rent the machine out for around R2500 per day.

